Inherent ocular spherical aberration and multifocal contact lens optical performance.
The role of inherent spherical aberration (SA) in the optical performance of presbyopic eyes corrected with simultaneous vision multifocal contact lenses was investigated. Presbyopic schematic eyes were modeled with partial accommodative function to represent 45- and 55-year olds and were further classified into five categories based on their magnitude of inherent SA. Two representative ametropic models of each category were corrected with four multifocal contact lens iterations. High-add designs were used to correct 55-year olds, whereas low-add designs served 45-year ones. The overall performances were gauged in terms of visual Strehl ratio and area under through-focus modulation transfer function. The root mean square error of higher order aberrations of the eye and correcting lens combination were significantly different (p < 0.05) within the five inherent SA models, for all pupils and accommodative states. Area under through-focus modulation transfer function at all three spatial frequencies tested was found to be significantly different (p < 0.05) within the five SA models. Visual Strehl ratio measures were also different but statistically insignificant. Eyes having the same refractive prescriptions but diverse levels of inherent SA perform differently even when corrected with identical multifocal designs, and the performance is dependent on pupil size and level of residual accommodation. Overall, the distinct performances within the five SA models were optically relevant for pupils ∼4 mm and greater. Among the designs investigated, the low-add multizone iteration demonstrated performance relatively independent of the inherent SA because of the favorable interactions of defocus with primary, secondary, and tertiary SA. These findings confirm that the coupling of ocular SA and correcting lens aberrations contributes to the multifocal functionality.